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Abstract

The purpose of this review is to briefly examine published articles regarding patients’ access to health information in China. The searching was performed on the PubMed using MeSH words such as “consumer health information, health literacy, health education and drug information service”. After preliminary screen, the contents were categorized as present situation, obstacles and future perspectives. In conclusion, patients now rely more on alternative access to health information to complement doctor consultation. Traditional alternative sources suffer low timeliness, credibility and efficiency. Though the current boom of online health information is promising, low quality of information, unequal access and poor design features have become obstacles for further development. In the future, Chinese authority and professional institutions will support the construction of search websites able to provide authentic health information. Training programs of health literacy will be employed universally, and pharmacist counselling will be well received.
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Introduction

Chinese patients have long been suffering from a lack of authentic health information [1]. Recently, a national outrage over inaccurate, misleading and dangerous online health information [2] was triggered again by the death of Wei Zexi. Wei was a university student in his twenties.

After diagnosed with synovial sarcoma, a rare kind of cancer, he was convinced to adopt an experimental cancer treatment by a paid advertisement, shown at the top of the online research results about this disease. It later turned out that the treatment had been questioned by Stanford due to its ineffectiveness and infeasibility, and was therefore abandoned in the U.S. As a result of the deceptive information, Wei’s family had hoped in vain in spite of the considerable sum they had spent on the treatment.

However, it wasn’t the first time that the inaccurate, incomplete or even deceptive health information had hurt people. Worse still this widespread phenomenon isn't limited online, nor would it stop yet. In what follows, a brief review will be given about patients’ access to health information in China, in the hope of outlining the current situation, identifying the obstacles to reform and predicting future developments.

Methods

The searching was performed on the PubMed using MeSH words such as “consumer health information, health literacy, health education and drug information service”. Keywords such as “China”, “access”, and “internet” were used to screen relevant articles.

Reference listed in these articles was also examined for further relevant materials. The search strategy and the number of results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: The strategy and the number of results for review of patients’ access to health information in China.

Any articles or conference reports that contain either qualitative information or quantitative data on current situation, obstacles or future perspectives of access to health information in China were selected as potential source of reference. Also included were comparative studies of similar problems identified in other countries.
Current situation and obstacles

According to the literature [3,4], there are generally five kinds of health information sources: Doctors or healthcare providers, the traditional mass media, the internet, books or pamphlets and other sources like relatives and friends.

Doctors or healthcare providers

In the most traditional way, patients would refer to doctors for health information. A Singaporean research [5] revealed that about one quarter of Singaporean patients preferred doctors as their source of health information because of its accessibility and credibility. Likewise, a study in Hong Kong suggested 25.1% of the population preferring doctors [3]. Doctors are supposed to provide most information regarding health promotion and disease prevention. However, doctors in Chinese mainland are overloaded with patients, especially in secondary and tertiary hospitals, which prevent them from fulfilling the role of health information provider. This situation is caused by an unequal distribution of medical resources and under-developed referral system that induce patients to attend health care facilities of higher levels [1,6]. Data from the Whitepaper of Chinese doctors’ practice showed that over 83 percent of doctors worked overtime, and that in 2014, 32.69% worked over 60 hours a week [7]. As a result, doctors are only able to offer insufficient information limited to disease and treatment during short inquiries, thus largely impeded patients’ access to authentic health information.

Additionally, the public trust in health sectors and in doctors particularly is in crisis [1], which further influences the credibility of health information obtained from doctors. The trust crisis is mainly caused by some unreasonable practice in hospitals and exaggerated media reports. For instance, revenue from pharmaceutical companies for prescribing constitutes, reportedly, more than half of Chinese hospitals’ revenue [8]. Such economic incentives may result in overprescribing [9]. In fact, China has been reported to prescribe twice as many antimicrobials as recommended by the WHO, and three times as many injections as prescribed in comparable countries [10]. In addition, media coverage of some patients’ complaints have pointed to relatively high expenditures on hospital care, poor quality of services, and use of low-quality medicines [1]. All of these factors have played their parts in causing the trust crisis. Under such circumstances, Chinese patients would like to seek alternative access to health information for complementing.

Alternatives

Traditional mass media such as radio, newspaper and television, remains the most favoured alternative access to health information in China. Suggested by a 2010 research in Hong Kong, 49.2 people use traditional mass media as their main source of health information [3]. However, it has been widely criticized that Chinese mass media, which should have been a popular site of medical education, have instead focused excessively on medical disputes [11]. Furthermore, commercial factors also reduced the credibility and validity of health information in mass media.

Books or pamphlets are professional sources of health information, though they may lack timeliness and efficiency. As for the help of relatives and friends, the quality of the health information thus obtained can’t be assured.

The internet

‘Interactive health communication’, as was defined by Robinson et al. in 1998, refers to ‘the interaction of an individual—consumer, patient, caregiver or professional—with or through an electronic device or communication technology to access or transmit health information or to receive guidance and support on a health-related issue’ [12]. With the rapid development and spread of internet and mobile device, ‘interactive health communication’ has experienced a boost. Many developed countries have incorporated the Internet into their healthcare delivery system a decade ago [13]. In China, the number of internet users reached 6.68 billion in 2015, representing 48.8% of its population. Venture capital invested in medical field in internet added up to 6.9 billion dollars [14]. Embracing the appropriate policy environment, technology development, social environment and the involvement of giant companies, it’s estimated that the medical field in the internet will expand 10 times in 10 years in China [15].

Patients access online health information primarily in three ways: searching directly for health web pages, participating in support groups and consulting with health professionals online [2]. Searches are mainly concerned with diagnoses, treatment information related to physical illnesses as well as performance reports regarding providers and hospitals [2,16]. These kinds of information may influence patients’ choices of providers and doctors and their medical decision making [17]. Secondly, online groups provide social support, disseminate information, share experiences and behavioural models; and empower their participants, fulfilling the functions of a community [18-20]. Examples include Baidu Tieba forums and QQ groups (two of China's biggest social network platforms). Thirdly, previous surveys in US, 2000 suggested that about one in five physicians e-mail patients and 3.7 million patients e-mail their doctors [2]. The Chinese concept of ‘internet plus medicine’ was brought up in recent years, referring to the crossover development of internet and medicine. An advanced form of online medical service has been under experiment since Dec 7th, 2015 in Wuzhen, Zhejiang, China.

Nevertheless, there are obstacles facing the development of interactive health communication. The first and foremost problem that medical professionals and patients concern about is the quality of online health information [3,21]. The condition of online health information now in China is similar to that of USA in 1990s, when the ‘incomplete, misleading and inaccurate’ health information flooded [3,22]. Though the Code of Conduct for medical/health websites (HONcode) is established by the Health on the Net Foundation in 2004 [23], it’s barely conducted in China. Uncontrolled and unmonitored publication with little peer review still permeates China's internet. In the second place, the problem of unequal access is significant. Those in the greatest need, especially the elderly, are least likely to have Internet access [24]. Report from China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC) revealed that adults aged 60 or above constitute only 2.4% of all Internet users in 2015 [14]. Those in the greatest need often have low information access due to lower health literacy [25], which is defined as 'the degree to which individuals have the capacity to obtain, process, and understand basic health information and services needed to make appropriate health decisions’ [26]. Last but not least, poor design features make the health information functionally inaccessible. The overload and disorder of internet information result in more difficulties in locating valid health information. In addition, the inconvenience of websites and the rapid update of information make information locating even harder [2].

Conclusion and Future Perspective

In conclusion, because of the insufficient health information doctors are able to provide, and the trust crisis between doctors and patients arising in recent years, patients rely more on alternative access to health information for complementing. Traditional alternative sources such as mass media, books or pamphlets, relatives and friends suffer low timeliness, credibility and efficiency. Though the current boom of online health information is promising, low quality of information, unequal access and poor design features have become obstacles.

Websites providing authentic health information search, supported by Chinese authority and professional institutions, should be established in the near future, like the NHS Choices in UK and the Health finder and Medline Plus in U.S. In such websites, high-quality, evidence-based information will be ensured by rigorous peer review, user- and professional-rating systems and high compliance with the HON code, information characteristics well designed to enhance the delivery of information without affecting the quality of message content [27]. In realization of this, logical organization based on user's perspective is required for convenience purpose. Links between websites to facilitate the locating of specific information should also be set [2]. Options for the hearing- and sight-impaired or the elder (e.g. visual and auditory images, font size and language [28]) should be provided [27].

Besides, doctors or basic healthcare providers in community and countryside will play an increasingly important role in promoting residents’ health literacy. According to a case study, a 4-week e-health program (1.5 hrs per week) was conducted to improve the elder’s independent access to and use of health-related information in the form of physical exercise videography from a government-sponsored website [29]. In parallel with other study results, training programs not only enhance the effect with which the elder use the Internet to seek health information but also promote their psychological well-being, including lower anxiety toward computer use, higher sense of confidence, and higher self-efficacy [30]. A systematic review article [31] of interventions to improve health literacy, including 52 studies from different countries, gives us more information. According to the literature, five types of interventions were associated with changes in health literacy: group education, individual counseling, multiple interventions, web/computer, and telephone and written material. These interventions relate to each other in a complementary way, without any one of them being the most effective. Another finding is that the effectiveness of interventions has little to do with its intensity, suggesting that interventions could be adopted and supported on a larger scale within health systems due to the high benefit-cost ratio. Primary healthcare providers are relatively less burdened in China and hence are able to conduct such interventions in health literacy universally.

As for secondary and tertiary healthcare providers, they will provide more professional services in the future. For example, clinical pharmacy services, although still in the early stage of development, are becoming firmly established with the support of China’s Ministry of Health (MOH) [32]. The pharmacist counselling will be widely received by patients and proved to increase patients’ understanding of medicines [33].
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